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‘ a condition of things unde 
Goverpmefit is entitled to 
Wplt- duties Î 'Begg 
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t Common School Teachers w 
li actions. The v School Adi 

Amended. It was donbtles 
that an efficient Inspector 
should be appointed. With 
Educational ship—a wretched 
and miserably appointed wit 
sea without a commander. B 

* the only defect which called 
'Did not the most felt am 
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it did not make effective pr 
the financial support of Edni 
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w means for, providing the n 
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success of the best school s 
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mend made upon their alrea 
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to lord it over empty stoma 
lug to smaller details, the vao 
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account of h 
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quiry, that i 
included in the list have nev 
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of the others are in altogethd 
ed supply to permit of that 
programme being carried in 
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